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1 INTRODUCTION

With secure computation, mutually distrustful parties are able to compute arbitrary functions on their joint datasets, without revealing the underlying raw data. The parties share their encrypted datasets, and the only information revealed is the output of the functions. Recent work has built select-project-join query engines that can run a broad workload of SQL queries efficiently [1, 2, 15].

Existing work focuses on query processing and query release. This proposal considers data management problems that happen at the beginning of the data lifecycle: data profiling, data quality, data cleaning, and data integration, with two mutually distrustful parties. This setting creates unique set of challenges that are not addressed in previous non-privacy aware work. First, privacy and security goals are met through cryptographic primitives, changing the underlying computational model. This work uses two-party computation techniques [16] to provide privacy. In order for these systems to be efficient, new data structures and algorithms that co-operate with these techniques must be designed. Second, integrity and privacy are challenges not found in the canonical settings. Release of data profiling metadata, or applications of data cleaning rules can lead to unknown privacy loss. This work aims to build an end-to-end system with provable privacy guarantees. This document considers data profiling, detailing the private functional dependency discovery problem.

2 PRIVATE DATA PROFILING

To start, an example data quality scenario that two parties may face: The CollegeBoard has data containing AP Computer Science scores, zip codes, school districts, student names, and teacher names. Code.org has data that details which school districts that received training, student exercise information, and a list of teachers who received training. Neither the CollegeBoard nor Code.org can release the student data and district data. However, they would like to answer the question: “Do the Code.org interventions lead to better learning outcomes, as measured by AP test scores?”. In our hypothetical scenario, the CollegeBoard and Code.org reach an agreement to release specific tables to each other (in plaintext). Upon receipt of the joint dataset, both parties realize that the quality of the joint dataset is poor, and that even with a shared join key across tables, their primary question cannot be answered. The parties need a tool to explore profiling properties, metadata, and quality information without revealing their inputs in plaintext. These profiling tools should be faster than running the encrypted queries on the datasets, and there should be opportunity to clean and modify the datasets. Application of the tools should result in bounded and well understood privacy loss for both parties. Our goal is to build upon and add to the existing work on private data cleaning [10], private record linkage [7], synthetic data generation [6], and functional dependency discovery [5]. As an example, we consider the secure two-party functional dependency discovery problem.

2.1 Secure Two-Party Functional Dependency Discovery

Functional dependencies (FDs) appear to be a first step in solving the more challenging problems in data profiling, quality, and cleaning. Functional dependency discovery is valuable in it’s own right as well - FDs are a useful for data cleaning/repair [14], query optimization [9, 12], and data integration. Previous work on Secure Functional Dependency Discovery [5] focused on the multiparty setting. Our protocol can generalize to the multiparty setting, while the protocol by Ge et al. [5] is not secure when there are only two parties. We give a problem statement with a prototype approach overview.

Definition 2.1 (Secure Two-Party Horizontally Partitioned FD Discovery). Two parties \( P = \{PALICE, PBOB\} \), each with private datasets \( D = \{DA, DB\} \), and with shared schema \( S \). The goal is to discover a set of functional dependencies \( F = \{f\} \) that hold over the union of the datasets \( DA \cup DB \). Alice and Bob are only willing to share their data to compute functional dependencies but not for any other purposes. Alice and Bob will remain honest-but-curious: they will faithfully follow protocol, but try and gain private information through side channels. The parties allow for the functional dependencies to be released through an agreed upon data release mechanism once the protocol is complete.

Prototype Approach:

1 Challenge: Naive solutions implemented with general purpose secure two-party computation require expensive oblivious operations. Prototype Approach: Design specialized protocols and data structures to perform the required tasks for FDD discovery. Current benchmarks of our naive protocol implementation already demonstrate an order of magnitude performance improvement. The private set cardinality estimation, and private sketching problems have similar structure to the FDD problem. Recent work [3, 8] on these problems construct specialized data structures to improve performance and utility. We believe new techniques inspired by this work will unlock significant performance gains for secure FDD.

2 Challenge: Releasing exact functional dependencies after discovery potentially reveals private information. For example, it can reveal the existence of tuple combinations that act as counterexamples for an FD. Prototype Approach: Provide a differentially private approximate functional dependency definition, as well as an efficient differentially private release protocol. Our simple mechanism applies the Laplace mechanism in secure computation after an approximate functional dependency is discovered. This solution likely does not provide an efficient mechanism, as the Laplace noise is applied once per FD. We note that the secure approximate functional dependency discovery problem requires a
unique protocol design to that of exact functional dependency discovery. To the best of our knowledge, the secure approximate FDD has not been studied before.

2.2 Beyond Functional Dependencies

Functional dependency discovery are a warmup for the broad set of data integration, profiling, and cleaning problems that need to be reconsidered in the private setting. One goal of the FD discovery work is to define abstractions and data structures that are applicable beyond the FD use-case. One can imagine applying these techniques to denial constraints [4, 11], and through that being able to construct private data repair/cleaning protocols [13]. The data structures can also be extended to the streaming setting, where two parties stream in their data into a joint, encrypted dataset - while still adhering to agreed upon constraints/quality requirements upon ingest.

With the differentially private definitions of functional dependencies as a base, we can define private data quality metrics for two parties that are trying to securely share data. Consider the example of the CollegeBoard and Code.org: the CollegeBoard can measure multiple data quality metrics on their dataset combined with Code.org’s dataset, with bounded privacy loss, and without having to share the data in plaintext. With a better understanding of their combined data quality, the CollegeBoard and Code.org can decide if combining their datasets together offers the desired utility.
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